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Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the Machines is the fourteenth volume in the
Dragon Ball Z manga series. It was originally published in Japan in 1991
and was released in English by Viz Media in 2003. This volume collects
chapters 127-142 of the manga and covers the arrival of the androids on
Earth, the battle between Goku and Vegeta against the androids, and the
emergence of Cell.

The volume begins with the androids, Androids 19 and 20, arriving on
Earth. They are quickly confronted by Goku and Vegeta, who are both
surprised by the androids' power. Goku and Vegeta are initially able to hold
their own against the androids, but they are eventually overwhelmed. The
androids then begin to wreak havoc on Earth, destroying cities and killing
people.
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Goku and Vegeta are eventually able to defeat the androids, but not before
they are both seriously injured. Goku is taken to the hospital, where he is
placed in a coma. Vegeta, meanwhile, is left to recover from his injuries on
his own.

While Goku is in a coma, the androids' creator, Dr. Gero, creates a new
android, Cell. Cell is more powerful than any of the previous androids, and
he is quickly able to defeat Vegeta. Cell then begins to absorb other beings
in order to increase his power. He eventually absorbs Androids 17 and 18,
becoming even more powerful.

Goku eventually awakens from his coma, and he is able to defeat Cell.
However, Cell is able to regenerate himself, and he becomes even more
powerful. Goku is eventually able to defeat Cell once and for all, but he is
nearly killed in the process.

Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the Machines is an action-packed volume
that introduces new villains and challenges for Goku and his friends. With
stunning artwork and an engaging storyline, this volume is a must-read for
any Dragon Ball fan.

Characters

The following characters appear in Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the
Machines:

Goku

Vegeta

Piccolo



Gohan

Krillin

Trunks

Androids 17 and 18

Cell

Dr. Gero

Plot

Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the Machines begins with the arrival of the
androids on Earth. The androids are quickly confronted by Goku and
Vegeta, who are both surprised by the androids' power. Goku and Vegeta
are initially able to hold their own against the androids, but they are
eventually overwhelmed. The androids then begin to wreak havoc on Earth,
destroying cities and killing people.

Goku and Vegeta are eventually able to defeat the androids, but not before
they are both seriously injured. Goku is taken to the hospital, where he is
placed in a coma. Vegeta, meanwhile, is left to recover from his injuries on
his own.

While Goku is in a coma, the androids' creator, Dr. Gero, creates a new
android, Cell. Cell is more powerful than any of the previous androids, and
he is quickly able to defeat Vegeta. Cell then begins to absorb other beings
in order to increase his power. He eventually absorbs Androids 17 and 18,
becoming even more powerful.



Goku eventually awakens from his coma, and he is able to defeat Cell.
However, Cell is able to regenerate himself, and he becomes even more
powerful. Goku is eventually able to defeat Cell once and for all, but he is
nearly killed in the process.

Themes

Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the Machines explores several themes,
including:

The power of friendship

The importance of teamwork

The dangers of unchecked power

The resilience of the human spirit

Dragon Ball Z Vol. 14: Rise of the Machines is a thrilling and action-packed
volume that is sure to please fans of the series. With stunning artwork and
an engaging storyline, this volume is a must-read for any Dragon Ball fan.
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: In the realm of detective fiction, Elizabeth George's "The Great
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This captivating novel delves into...
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